In category theory, most set-theoretic constructions-union, intersection, etc.-have direct categorical counterparts. But up to now, there is no direct construction of a deletion operation like the set-theoretic complement. In rule-based transformation systems, deletion of parts of a given object is one of the main tasks. In the double pushout approach to algebraic graph transformation, the construction of pushout complements is used in order to locally delete structures from graphs. But in general categories, even if they have pushouts, pushout complements do not necessarily exist or are unique. In this paper, two different constructions for pushout complements are given and compared. Both constructions are based on certain universal constructions in the sense of category theory. More specifically, one uses initial pushouts while the other one uses quasi-coproduct complements. These constructions are applied to examples in the categories of graphs and simple graphs.
Introduction
Category Theory (see, e. g., Mac Lane, 1998; Adámek et al., 1990 ) is a general, unifying mathematical modelling language providing many universal construction principles. Most set-theoretic constructions can be abstractly interpreted in category theoretical terms (see Table 1 ): The union of sets is the coproduct in the category SetIncl of sets and inclusions, the disjoint union the coproduct in the category Set of sets and functions, the intersection the product w. r. t. inclusions, and the cartesian product the product w. r. t. functions. The set-theoretic complement B \ A, however, does not have an obvious categorical abstraction. Hence, the question arises (in a category that has subobjects) how the removal of an object from another object can be described in categorical terms. In short: How to delete categorically?
In Set, the domain of a monomorphism is isomorphic to a subset of the codomain. Monomorphisms are used to identify subobjects (Mac Lane, 1998; Goldblatt, 1984) , i. e., A is (or more precisely is isomorphic to) a subobject of B if and only if there is a monomorphism f : A → B. This allows the definition of deletion in Set by means of coproduct complements (see Schneider, 2008) .
Definition 1 (Coproduct Complement). Let f : A → B be a morphism, a coproduct complement is an object C with associated morphism g : C → B such that B, f and g constitute a coproduct (cf. Definition 14) of A and C.
In Set, we can build coproduct complements of monomorphisms. Let A := {a, b} and B := {a, b, c} be sets. Obviously there is an inclusion map, i. e., a monomorphism, f : A → B. A possible coproduct complement is the set C := {c} with associated inclusion map g : C → B. We immediately see that this is a coproduct situation in Set. Moreover, the constructed coproduct complement object C is (isomorphic to) B \ A.
Unfortunately, this construction does not work for non-monomorphic maps or arbitrary categories. Note, that the result of a categorical deletion operation should result in an object w. r. t. the category we are working in. In the categories Graph of (multi) graphs and SGraph of simple graphs, the coproduct complement construction fails even for monomorphisms. Figure 1 depicts a failed coproduct complement construction in Graph for monomorphisms. We construct C by componentwise coproduct complements in Set, but the result is not a Graph object, since the arrow is dangling (see Schneider, 2008) . The same example can be interpreted as an example for simple graphs and it shows that this construction also fails in the category SGraph. In this contribution we therefore investigate categorical deletion operations, where the term "deletion" is rather imprecisely used for all kinds of operations that remove certain parts of an object. One example of such a deletion operation is the set-theoretic complement, where the term "complement" stems from the fact that A ∪ (B \ A) = B (for A ⊆ B) and, hence, the complement B \ A completes A w. r. t. the union ∪ in order to yield B.
One of our categorical deletion operations-the quasi-coproduct complement (QCC)-is also a complement in this sense, where a QCC Q → B completes a morphism A → B to jointly cover B. We do not present the second categorical deletion operation-the initial pushout (IPO)-as a complement for another operation but nevertheless it provides a way to remove elements identified by a morphism. Both deletion operations preserve certain elements. The QCC preserves all elements that are needed to avoid dangling structures, while the IPO additionally preserves elements that are needed to reconstruct the original object by a pushout.
In the case of pushout complements, we not only specify the elements that we want to delete by a morphism, but also certain elements that we want to preserve by a morphism into the deleted pattern. This is a complement in the sense above, since we complete a given sequence I → L → G by a sequence I → D → G to yield a pushout. We can construct pushout complements using either IPOs or QCCs, where we show that both constructions result in minimal pushout complements if the pushout complements are not unique.
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we introduce double-pushout transformations and some categorical preliminaries. In Section 3, the constructions of IPOs and QCCs are defined which build the basis for our two pushout complement constructions in Section 4. In Section 5, we present related work and then conclude in Section 6.
Preliminaries
In this section, we give some categorical preliminaries which are used throughout the paper. We assume the reader to be familiar with standard category theory as introduced, for example, in Adámek et al. (1990) . A short summary of used notions and results is given in Section A.
In Section 2.1, the general concept of double-pushout transformations is introduced and applied to multi and simple graphs in Section 2.2. Moreover, we need minimal pushout complements as well as extremal epimorphisms and factorisations which are explained in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, respectively.
Double-Pushout Transformations
The algebraic approach of double-pushout transformations based on graphs dates back to the early seventies (Ehrig et al., 1973; Ehrig, 1979) . Moreover, it is not restricted to graphs, but defined on a categorical level and based on the concept of adhesive HLR categories and systems by Ehrig et al. (2006) . The developed methods, techniques, and results have been studied and applied in many fields of computer science such as formal language theory, pattern recognition and generation, compiler construction, software engineering, concurrent and distributed systems modelling, database design and theory, and visual modelling. The wide applicability is due to the fact that graphs and graph-like structures are a very natural way of explaining complex situations on an intuitive level. Transformations bring dynamics to the descriptions, since one can describe the evolution of graphical structures.
A transformation rule has a left-hand side L that represents the preconditions of the rule, while the right-hand side R describes the postconditions. The interface I describes the preserved part which has to exist to apply the rule, but is not changed. A transformation represents the application of such a rule to an object G via a match m of the left-hand side L leading to two pushouts, which give name for the double-pushout approach.
Definition 2 (Double-Pushout Transformation). A double-pushout (DPO) transformation is given by • a transformation rule with objects L, I and R, called left-hand side, interface and right-hand side, respectively, and morphisms l : I → L and r : I → R,
object D and a comatch morphism n : R → H into a result object H, and • a span of morphisms f : D → G and g : D → H, such that (G, f, m) is a pushout of l and i and (H, g, n) is a pushout of r and i (cf. Figure 2 ).
In the next section, examples of double-pushout transformations in the categories of multi graphs and simple graphs will be given.
For the application of a rule to a graph, the first pushout cannot be computed directly when only l and m are known. Rather, a pushout complement (see Definition 5) has to be constructed, which exists in different categories if a corresponding gluing condition holds.
In the framework of adhesive HLR systems, the rule morphisms have to be morphisms in a special morphism class M of monomorphisms. In this case, there is a broad theory for double-pushout transformations including as important results as the Local Church-Rosser, Parallelism, Concurrency, Embedding, Extension, and Local Confluence Theorems (see Ehrig et al., 2006) .
Multi Graphs and Simple Graphs
As a first example category, we introduce the category of (multi) graphs, with arbitrary many directed edges between vertices. This category is a standard example for doublepushout transformations.
Definition 3 (Category Graph). The category Graph of (multi) graphs is given by objects G = (G V , G E , src G , trg G ) consisting of sets G V of vertices and G E of edges, and functions src G : G E → G V and trg G : G E → G V assigning a source and a target vertice to each edge,
, and composition and identities given by componentwise composition and identities.
The category Graph has pushouts over arbitrary morphisms. Here we only consider pushouts where one of the given morphisms is a monomorphism. This eases the construction and is sufficient in our context.
Proposition 1 (Pushouts in Graph)
. Given a monomorphism r : I → R, i. e., r V and r E are injective, and a morphism i : I → D in Graph, a pushout (H, g, n) of r and i can be constructed by
for all r ∈ R X and X ∈ {V, E},
for r ∈ R E with n E (r) = h for all h ∈ H E , and
Proof. See Section B.1. 2
Example 1 (DPO Transformations in Graph). In Figure 3a , an example DPO transformation in Graph is depicted. The morphisms on vertices are explicitely given by the vertex names, and thus induced for the edges. The rule is depicted in the upper row, it removes the bold marked elements in L, and adds the bold marked elements in R. All other elements are preserved. The application of this rule to the graph G is computed by the two depicted pushouts. Note, that all elements in G which are not in the image of the match m are preserved as well.
2 Here, + denotes a suitable coproduct in Set, which can, e. g., be constructed using explicit labellings as in the construction of Proposition 10.
For the application of a rule p to a graph G via a match m a "gluing condition" has to be fulfilled, since otherwise we cannot construct a pushout complement which is needed to form a valid DPO transformation. In Graph, we have to make sure that all dangling points and identification points are preserved by the rule. Dangling points are those vertices in L to which new edges are attached in G via m. If a dangling point is not preserved, this would lead to a dangling edge in the resulting graph H because its source or target vertex is deleted by the transformation. Identification points are those vertices and edges in L which are identified by m. They cannot be deleted because for the square to become a pushout identified points have to exist already in the interface I.
In Figure 3b , a failed gluing condition is depicted. Vertex a, which shall be deleted, is the source of edges in G violating the dangling condition. Vertices c and d are identified by m and deleted via l violating the identification condition (although both vertices are deleted and there is, hence, no conflict). Moreover, the two edges between g and h violate the identification condition, because they are identified in G and the upper one is deleted by the rule. The graph D depicts the most plausible pushout complement candidate preserving the interface I and adding the aditional vertex z. But when we construct the pushout (G , f , m ) of l and i , G and G are not isomorphic, which means that D is not the seeked pushout complement.
As a second example category, we consider simple graphs which are directed graphs with at most one edge between two vertices, i. e., the edges constitute a relation on the vertices and, in contrast to the edges in Graph, do not carry an identity. In fact, an isomorphic category is considered by Adámek et al. (1990) under the name Rel, the category of relations and relation preserving functions.
Definition 4 (Category SGraph). The category SGraph of simple graphs is given by objects S = (S V , S E ) consisting of sets S V of vertices and
with source s ∈ S V and target t ∈ S V , morphisms f :
∈ S E for all (s, t) ∈ S E , and composition and identities given by composition and identities of the vertex functions.
The treatment of the category SGraph is important, especially for the use of categorical transformations in computer science, since relational structures, represented by simple graphs or similar structures, are omnipresent, e. g., in relational databases.
Similar to Graph, the category SGraph has pushouts over arbitrary morphisms, but we restrict ourselves to the case that one of the given morphisms is a monomorphism.
Proposition 2 (Pushouts in SGraph). Given a monomorphism r : I → R, i. e., r V is injective, and a morphism i : I → D in SGraph, a pushout (H, g, n) of r and i can be constructed by
for all r ∈ R V , and Example 2 (DPO Transformations in SGraph). In Figure 4a , an example DPO transformation in SGraph is depicted. In contrast to Graph, the gluing condition consists of the dangling condition and the identification condition on vertices, but not on edges.
Since we have simple graphs, two edges can only be identified if they have different source or target vertices. But in this case, as shown in Figure 4a for the edges (c, e) and (d, e), the pushout complement exists preserving the edge, if one of its preimages is preserved, or removing the edge if all preimages are removed by the rule. Another effect of the unique edges in simple graphs is that adding an edge (a, b) that is already present does not lead to a change in the graph. In Example 1 by contrast, a second edge (with different identity) was added between these vertices by the rule.
Due to the pushout construction in SGraph, pushout complements are not uniquely defined. An alternative DPO transformation via the same rule and match is shown in Figure 4b , where the edges (g, h), (i, j) and (j, k) are preserved in D leading to a different resulting graph H . But obviously the intention of the rule was to remove these edges, and therefore the DPO transformation in Figure 4a should be the one of choice. 
Minimal Pushout Complements
In order to formalise the choice of a sensible pushout complement in the case of nonuniqueness as seen in the previous example, minimal pushout complements were proposed by Braatz and Brandt (2008) and further examined by Braatz (2009) . Example 3 (Minimal Pushout Complement in Graph and SGraph). In Graph, pushout complements are unique and, hence, each pushout complement is an MPOC. In SGraph, the minimality of an MPOC makes sure that as much as possible is deleted. For the examples in Figure 4 , the pushout complement D in Figure 4a is an MPOC, while Figure 4b is none, since we cannot find a morphism from D to D. Therefore, the requirement that the first square of a DPO transformation not only constitutes a pushout but also an MPOC ensures that the intuition of the rule is met. 
Extremal Epimorphisms and Factorisations
For some of the following constructions, especially quasi-coproduct complements in Section 3.2 and the pushout complement construction based on them in Section 4.2, we need a categorical abstraction for surjectivity. While in Set and Graph the epimorphisms are exactly the surjective functions and surjective graph morphisms, respectively, this is not the case for categories like SetIncl or SGraph. The reason is that inclusions, as the only morphisms in SetIncl, and the requirement for edge compatibility in SGraph morphisms are already unique and therefore can always be cancelled. This leads to all inclusions being epimorphisms in SetIncl and all morphisms with surjective vertex functions being epimorphisms in SGraph.
The notion of extremal epimorphisms, which is extensively studied by Adámek et al. (1990) , captures surjectiveness more closely. An epimorphism is extremal if each factorisation by a monomorphism leads to an isomorphism. Intuitively, this means that all relevant structures in the codomain object are reached by the epimorphism.
Definition 6 (Extremal Epimorphism). An extremal epimorphism e : A → B is an epimorphism such that for each factorisation e = m • f with m being a monomorphism m is also an isomorphism.
In Set and Graph, the above mentioned problem does not arise. Epimorphisms are surjective and, in fact, also extremal. In SetIncl, extremal epimorphisms are only the identities. In SGraph, extremal epimorphisms are characterised by surjective morphisms, i. e., they are exactly those epimorphisms, where there is at least one preimage in the domain for all edges of the codomain, while epimorphisms in general only need to be surjective on the vertices.
Proposition 3 (Extremal Epimorphisms in Graph and SGraph). In Graph, all epimorphisms e : G → G , i. e., all morphisms with surjective e V and e E , are extremal. In SGraph, an epimorphism e : S → S , i. e., a morphism with surjective e V , is extremal if and only if for all (s , t ) ∈ S E there exists (s, t) ∈ S E with e V (s) = s and e V (t) = t .
Proof. See Section B.3. 2
An extremal epi-mono factorisation provides a decomposition of a general morphism into an extremal epimorphic and a monomorphic component. This serves as a categorical abstraction of the image of a function, on which the function is surjective and which is injectively included in the codomain of the function.
For Graph and SGraph we can, in fact, use the image of a morphism, i. e., those subsets of the codomain vertex and edge sets which are reached, to obtain extremal epi-mono factorisations.
Proposition 4 (Extremal Epi-Mono Factorisations in Graph and SGraph). Given a morphism f : A → B in Graph, an extremal epi-mono factorisation of f can be constructed by
Proof. See Section B.4. 2
An important requirement for factorisations is that they should be unique up to isomorphism. While this is not the case for arbitrary epi-mono factorisations in arbitrary categories, we can show that extremal epi-mono factorisations are unique, using the rather light requirement that we have pullbacks of monomorphisms.
Lemma 1 (Extremal Epi-Mono Factorisations are Unique). Given a morphism f : A → B and extremal epi-mono factorisations f (A) with f epi : A → f (A) and f mono : f (A) → B and f (A) with f epi : A → f (A) and f mono : f (A) → B of f in a category with pullbacks of monomorphisms, there is an isomorphism i :
Proof. We construct a pullback (P, p , p) of f mono and f mono , where p and p are monomorphisms, since pullbacks preserve monomorphisms (see Lemma 4). Then f mono •f epi = f = f mono •f epi induces a unique morphism a : A → P with p•a = f epi and p •a = f epi (cf. Figure 6a ). Because f epi and f epi are extremal, this implies that p and p are isomorphisms with inverses p
The abstraction for several functions being jointly surjective is obtained by the notion of jointly extremal epimorphic morphisms.
Definition 8 (Jointly Extremal Epimorphic Morphisms). Morphisms f :
A → C and g : B → C are called jointly extremal epimorphic if f and g are jointly epimorphic (see Definition 13) and for all factorisations f = m • f and g = m • g with m being a monomorphism m is also an isomorphism. Figure 6 . Uniqueness of extremal epi-mono factorisations
In the following lemma, we show that the morphisms into pushout objects are not only jointly epimorphic but also jointly extremal epimorphic.
Lemma 2 (Pushouts are Jointly Extremal Epimorphic). Given morphisms r : I → R and i : I → D and a pushout (H, g, n) of r and i, the morphisms g and n are jointly extremal epimorphic.
Proof. By Lemma 3, g and n are jointly epimorphic. Now, consider factorisations g = m • g , n = m • n with morphisms g : D → X, n : R → X and a monomorphism m :
The universal property of the pushout induces a unique morphism m 
Initial Pushouts and Quasi-Coproduct Complements
In this section we will present two operations as possible answers to the question for a categorical abstraction of deletion and complements, where we introduce initial pushouts in Section 3.1 and quasi-coproduct complements in Section 3.2. In Section 4, these operations will be used to construct (minimal) pushout complements.
Initial Pushouts
Initial pushouts were introduced by Ehrig et al. (2006) 3 to formalise the gluing condition for the construction of pushout complements. For a given morphism, a boundary and a context are defined such that the codomain can be constructed as a pushout of the domain and the context under the boundary. Intuitively, the morphism from the boundary to the context provides the essentials of the given morphism, in the sense that the latter can be recovered from the former by disjointly and injectively adjoining the additional structure of the domain.
Definition 9 (Initial Pushout). Given a morphism m : L → G, a pushout (B, b, C, c, a) over m consists of objects B and C, monomorphisms b : B → L and c : C → G and a morphism a : B → C, such that (G, c, m) is a pushout of b and a (cf. Figure 8a ). An initial pushout (IPO) over m is a pushout (B, b, C, c, a) over m, such that for each other pushout (B , b , C , c , a ) over m there exist unique morphisms b * : B → B and c * : Figure 8b ), where b is called boundary and c context.
and a in all cases, weak otherwise.
For multi graphs, the boundary contains all vertices whose images are connected to additional edges in the codomain and all vertices and edges which are non-injectively mapped by the given morphism, where the first are called dangling points and the second identification points. Moreover, in order to obtain a proper graph it also has to include the source and target vertices of the identified edges. The context contains the corresponding images of the boundary and all additional vertices and edges of the codomain.
= src L (e) and trg B (e) := trg L (e) for all e ∈ B E , • src C (e) := src G (e) and trg C (e) := trg G (e) for all e ∈ C E , and • a X (x) := m X (x) for all x ∈ B X and X ∈ {V, E}.
Proof. See Section B.5. 2
Example 4 (IPOs in Graph). In Figure 9a , the initial pushout of the morphism m in Graph is depicted. The boundary object contains all dangling points (a and b) and all identification points (c, d, and both edges from g to h) as well as the source and target vertices for the identified edges. In the context object, the identification is done, and the elements added to L by m are included.
In simple graphs, edges do not carry an identity and, hence, are not explicitly identified by morphisms. Therefore, edge identifications do not have to be considered in the IPO, the edge set of the boundary is always empty and the edge set of the context just contains the additional edges of the codomain. Otherwise, the construction is very similar to the case of multi graphs and includes dangling and identification points in the vertex set of the boundary and their images and additional vertices of the codomain in the vertex set of the context.
Proof. See Section B.6. 2
Example 5 (IPOs in SGraph). In Figure 9b , the initial pushout of the morphism m in SGraph is depicted. The boundary object contains only vertices, the dangling points a and b and the identification points c and d. As in Graph, in the context object, the identification is done, and the elements added to L by m are included.
IPOs do, in fact, provide a categorical abstraction of the set-theoretic complement in the sense that the IPO over an inclusion A ⊆ B in the category SetIncl consists of an empty boundary and B \ A as context (cf. the edge part of the IPOs for SGraph). For the category Set, however, the IPO of a morphism f : A → B contains identification points in the boundary and their images in the context additionally to B \ f (A). This is sensible for the purpose of reconstructing f by a pushout, since the information about the identifications has to be preserved in this context.
In the next section, we introduce a construction which may meet the intuition of a complement more closely, since it does not consider identifications in this way. 
Quasi-Coproduct Complements
Quasi-coproduct complements were introduced by Soboll (2008), where the following definition is slightly modified by using extremal epimorphisms instead of plain epimorphisms. The intuition is to find the smallest object and morphism, such that together with the given morphism the codomain is completely covered.
Definition 10 (Quasi-Coproduct Complement). Given a morphism m : L → G, a quasicoproduct complement (QCC) of m consists of an object Q and a monomorphism n : Q → G, such that m and n are jointly extremal epimorphic and for each other object Q and monomorphism n : Q → G with m and n being jointly extremal epimorphic there is a unique monomorphism q : Q → Q with n • q = n.
Remark (QCCs contained in IPOs). If IPO and QCC both exist then the QCC is alway contained in the context object of the IPO: Let a morphism m : L → G with an IPO (B, b, C, c, a) and a QCC consisting of the object Q and the morphism n : Q → G be given. Since (G, c, m) is a pushout of b and a by Definition 9, m and c are jointly extremal epimorphic by Lemma 2. Hence, the object C and the monomorphism c constitute a comparison object for the QCC and there is a unique monomorphism q : Q → C with c • q = n by Definition 10.
The QCCs for multi graphs are given by removing the image of the domain from the codomain. In order to obtain a proper graph, we have to additionally include the sources and targets of preserved edges, the dangling points.
Proof. See Section B.7. 2 Example 6 (QCCs in Graph). In Figure 10a , a possible QCC Q of the morphism m is depicted. Note that the vertices a and b are not deleted but preserved because they are dangling points-the source or target of preserved edges.
The construction for simple graphs is completely analogous, preserving vertices and edges not reached by the given morphism and potential dangling points.
Proof. See Section B.8. 2
Example 7 (QCCs in SGraph). In Figure 10b , the QCC Q of the morphism m in SGraph is depicted. As in Example 6, the vertices a and b are preserved because they are dangling points. 
Pushout Complement Constructions
In this section, IPOs and QCCs, as defined in the previous section, are used to obtain two constructions for pushout complements. As discussed in Section 2.1, such a construction is needed for the deletion on the left-hand sides of DPO transformations.
IPO-Based Construction
The first construction, based on IPOs, was in essence already given by Ehrig et al. (2006, Section 6 .1) for the case of adhesive HLR systems. The generalisation to categories with non-unique pushout complements and MPOCs was introduced by Braatz (2009, Section 3.1) . The construction formalises the gluing condition by requiring a morphism from the boundary into the interface and then obtains the pushout complement as a pushout of the interface and the context under the boundary. The main result of the following theorem is that this construction yields an MPOC and is complete in the sense that the gluing condition is always satisfied if a pushout complement exists. Figure 12b) . Since (D, c * , i) is a pushout, c * and i are jointly extremal epimorphic (see Lemma 2) leading Example 8 (IPO-Based Construction). For our running examples from Example 1 and Example 2, the IPO-based MPOC construction is achieved by using the IPOs from Example 4 and Example 5 and trying to find a morphism from the respective boundaries into the interfaces. This is possible for the morphisms l in Figure 3a and Figure 4a , since the dangling and identification points are preserved in I in both cases, but there is no such morphism for l in Figure 3b , since the vertices a, c and d, and the upper edge from g to h which are all present in the boundary are not preserved in I . For the cases, where the morphism exists, the pushout under the boundary then leads to the unique pushout complement (and, hence, MPOC) in Figure 3a and to the MPOC in Figure 4a , respectively.
QCC-Based Construction
The following construction of pushout complements was introduced by Soboll (2008, Section 6.5.2). In contrast to the previous construction it first uses a QCC to delete the whole left-hand side (except dangling points, but including identification points) from the host graph, then disjointly adds the interface by a coproduct construction and finally merges complement and interface by a factorisation. Such a construction is always possible, but does not necessarily yield a pushout complement. The main result in the following theorem is that the construction is always successful if a pushout complement exists, i. e., it only fails to build a pushout complement if there is none at all. Moreover, we show that a successful construction yields an MPOC, which is an original result of this article, since MPOCs were not considered by Soboll (2008).
Theorem 2 (Construction of MPOCs by QCCs). Consider a monomorphism l : I → L and a morphism m : L → G in a category with coproducts, quasi-coproduct complements, extremal epi-mono factorisations, pushouts preserving monomorphisms and pullbacks of monomorphisms. If an arbitrary pushout complement (D , f , i ) of l and m exists then an MPOC (D, f, i) of l and m can be constructed by • a QCC of m consisting of an object Q and a morphism n : Q → G, • a coproduct Q + I with injections i 1 : Q → Q + I and i 2 : I → Q + I, • the unique morphism k : Q + I → G with k • i 1 = n and k • i 2 = m • l induced by n : Q → G, m • l : I → G and the universal property of the coproduct Q + I (cf. Figure 13a ), • an extremal epi-mono factorisation k(Q + I) of k with k epi : Q + I → k(Q + I) and k mono : k(Q + I) → G, and Figure 13b) . Figure 14a) . Now, an extremal epi-mono factorisation p(Q + I) of p with p epi : Q + I → p(Q + I) and p mono : p(Q + I) → D can be constructed. Since f is a monomorphism (by the pushout (G, f , m) preserving the monomorphism l), f •p mono is also a monomorphism (by composition of monomorphisms) and, hence, p(Q + I) with p epi and f • p mono is also an extremal epi-mono factorisation of k. Because pullbacks of monomorphisms exist, there is an isomorphism j : D → p(Q + I) with j • k epi = p epi and f • p mono • j = f by Lemma 1 (cf. Figure 14b ). The required
and f is a monomorphism we immediately obtain d = d. Finally, we show that (G, f, m) is, in fact, a pushout of l and i and, hence, (D, f, i) a pushout complement of l and m. We do this by constructing a test pushout (G * , f * , m * ) of l and i and showing that it is isomorphic to (G, f, m). Figure 13b) , the universal property of the pushout (G * , f * , m * ) induces a unique Figure 14c ). By decomposition of the pushout (G, f , m) of l and i by the test pushout and f
we obtain that (G, f , g) is a pushout of f * and d and, since this pushout preserves the monomorphism d, g is also a monomorphism. It remains to show that g is an isomorphism. Since Q and n : Q → G constitute a QCC of m : L → G, the unique morphism a : L+Q → G with a • j 1 = m and a • j 2 = n, induced by the coproduct L + Q with j 1 : L → L + Q and j 2 : Q → L + Q, is an extremal epimorphism. The morphisms m * : L → G * and Figure 14b and 14d) , uniqueness of a w. r. t. these equalities implies g • b = a. Because a is extremal and g is a monomorphism, we conclude that g is an isomorphism. 2
Figure 14. Construction of MPOCs by QCCs -proof
Since the QCC-based construction, in contrast to the IPO-based construction of the previous section, does not directly involve the gluing condition, Soboll (2008) builds a test pushout of the constructed morphism i and the given morphism l and then checks for an isomorphism between the pushout object G * and G. In general, the construction of an isomorphism is an exponential operation. However, such a test is feasible here, since it has to be verified solely that the given unique arrow g : G * → G making the diagram in Figure 14c commute is an isomorphism. Theorem 2 ensures that the construction always succeeds if a pushout complement exists and, hence, this test only fails if there is no pushout complement.
Example 9 (QCC-Based Construction). The QCC-based construction of the pushout complement in Figure 3a is shown in Figure 15 . The result is obviously isomorphic to the one given there and we can, hence, easily see that it in fact constitutes a pushout (complement). For SGraph an anologous construction could be obtained. Figure 16 shows the construction for the situation with failed gluing condition from Figure 3b . Here, the result does not constitute a pushout, since a test pushout would double the vertex a and the edge from g to h and would not identify the vertices c and 
Related Work
Since deletion is an important part of transformation in general, we consider other categorical transformation approaches in this section. More specifically, we examine how deletion is achieved in the single-pushout (SPO) approach in Section 5.1 and in the sesqui-pushout (SqPO) approach in Section 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3, we discuss relations to another categorical construction of pushout complements.
Single-Pushout Approach
The SPO approach was proposed by Löwe and Ehrig (1990) . It uses partial morphisms as transformation rules, where the elements which are not mapped by the morphism are intended to be deleted (cf. Figure 17a) . In contrast to deletion by pushout complements, instantiations of this approach usually do not have a gluing condition. Dangling structures and structures which are identified to deleted structures are deleted.
Note that the deletion of identified elements leads to the possibility of partial comatches. If a deleted structure is identified to a preserved one then there common image is deleted and the comatch cannot map the preserved elements. Thus, the SPO approach prefers deletion over preservation which is an effect that is not desirable in many cases.
The SPO approach also leads to a possible categorical abstraction of the complement B \ f (A) (again for a given morphism f : A → B) by considering the unique partial morphism d : A → ∅ in which everything in A is deleted and then computing the (partial) pushout of f and d. In contrast to the IPO and the QCC of f , this variant of complement not only deletes identified structures (as the QCC, but not the IPO does), but also dangling structures which are preserved by both, QCC and IPO.
Sesqui-Pushout Approach
The SqPO approach, proposed by Corradini et al. (2006) , is similar to the DPO approach in seperating deletion and creation, but it replaces the requirement of the first square being a pushout complement (or MPOC) by a final pullback complement (FPBC, cf. Figure 17b ).
An FPBC is, intuitively, the largest object D such that the interface I is an intersection of the left-hand side L and D over the host object G. This is, somehow, dual to the MPOC as the smallest object such that the host object is a union of the left-hand side and the MPOC under the interface. Note, that MPOC and FPBC are, however, not dual in the category theoretical sense of the word, since the given and constructed morphisms are not reversed.
For existence of the FPBC we have a gluing condition which is, however, much weaker than the one for existence of the MPOC. It is only forbidden to identify deleted and preserved structures, since the pullback either contains both identified structures or none of them and, hence, such an identification impedes the existence of a pullback complement. Dangling structures and identified deleted structures are not a problem for FPBCs and are deleted in the result.
Another interesting feature of FPBCs and the SqPO approach is the possibility to clone elements. If the morphism from I to L is non-injective then the corresponding images in G are cloned in D together with all connecting structures to the rest of G.
Relational Pushout Complement Construction in Topoi
Kawahara (1990) uses topoi (see, e. g., Goldblatt, 1984) , and especially a categorical definition of relations in topoi, to characterise pushouts, pushout complements and gluing conditions. Thus, Kawahara provides an internal description, where the conditions that dangling points and identification points are preserved are formulated in the language of relations on a topos. By contrast, our approaches lead to external descriptions of the gluing condition and pushout complement constructions.
For the category Graph, all approaches, of course, lead to equivalent gluing conditions and (unique) pushout complement constructions. It could be worthwhile to examine if IPOs and QCCs can also be described in the relational language of a topos.
In contrast to our approaches, Kawahara's construction is not applicable in the category SGraph, since SGraph is not an elementary topos. This is due to the fact that we cannot construct a subobject classifier in SGraph. A subobject classifier is an object Ω of truth values with a morphism t : 1 → Ω representing "true", where 1 is a final object. For each monomorphism m : A → B there has to be a unique morphism x : B → Ω such that m and the unique morphism 1 A : A → 1 constitute a pullback of t and x. Intuitively, x should map all elements in the image of m to "true" and all other elements to "false". A final object in SGraph consists of a single vertex * with a loop edge ( * , * ) and, hence, a candidate object Ω for a subobject classifier would have to contain at least the vertex t( * ) and the edge (t( * ), t( * )). Now, suppose A = ({a, b}, ∅), B = ({a, b}, {(a, b)}) and m is the inclusion A ⊆ B. Since t • 1 A = x • m is required, we have to have x(a) = t( * ) and x(b) = t( * ). But then we also have (x(a), x(b)) = (t( * ), t( * )) and a pullback of t and x would also contain (a preimage of) (a, b). Intuitively, we do not have the possibility for a "false" edge between "true" vertices. Hence, A is not a pullback object and Ω cannot be a subobject classifier. In this context, it would be interesting to study if the relational construction can be generalised from topoi to categories without subobject classifiers.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed two different pushout complement constructions and proved that both of them are applicable in the categories Graph and SGraph. Moreover, we have shown that these constructions yield minimal pushout complements. Additionally, we proved the existence of extremal epimorphisms, extremal epi-mono factorisations, IPOs and QCCs in these categories. The proposed approaches are applicable within the DPO approach, which is a well-known approach in the field of algebraic graph transformations. In fact, both constructions were motivated by this approach, because it demands the existence of pushout complements for the applicability of rewriting rules.
In future work, a step-wise construction for FPBCs in the SqPO approach similar to the step-wise construction of MPOCs in this article would be a valuable result. Especially the cloning effect of non-injectiveness is, however, not trivially achievable by atomic constructions. Moreover, we want to examine the algebraic laws satisfied by IPO and QCC constructions in comparison to the laws that are known for set-theoretic complements. 
A. Category Theory
This appendix summarises well-known notions and results of category theory which are used throughout the article. The basic notion of category can be instantiated by a wide variety of structures from mathematics, computer science and logic, as, e. g., the categories Graph and SGraph, introduced in Definition 3 and 4, respectively, which are used as examples in this article.
Definition 11 (Category). A category C consists of • a class |C| of objects, • a set C(A, B) of morphisms f : A → B for all objects A, B ∈ |C|, • an identity id A : A → A for all objects A ∈ |C| and • a composition g • f : A → C for all morphisms f : A → B and g : B → C, such that • the identities are cancellable, i. e.,
and
In category theory, notions and constructions are given by the external relations of objects, represented by morphisms, rather than their internal structure. Therefore, we need some special classes of morphisms, which are frequently encountered. Since the notion of extremal epimorphism is not as common as these, it is treated in detail in Section 2.4 in the main part of the article.
Definition 12 (Special Morphisms).
• A morphism i : A → B is an isomorphism if and only if there exists a morphism
• A morphism e : A → B is an epimorphism if and only if f • e = g • e implies f = g for all morphisms f, g : B → C.
For our example categories, these morphism classes are characterised by the following proposition. Observe that in SGraph edges are automatically mapped injectively for monomorphisms, since the vertex function is injective, but epimorphisms are not necessarily surjective on edges, since surjectivity of the vertex function is sufficient for the required cancellability.
Proposition 9 (Special Morphisms in Graph and SGraph). In Graph we have the following characterisation of iso-, mono-and epimorphisms:
• A morphism i : G → G is an isomorphism if and only if i V and i E are bijective.
• A morphism m : G → G is a monomorphism if and only if m V and m E are injective.
• A morphism e : G → G is an epimorphism if and only if e V and e E are surjective. In SGraph we have:
• A morphism i : S → S is an isomorphism if and only if i V is bijective and
• A morphism m : S → S is a monomorphism if and only if i V is injective.
• A morphism e : S → S is an epimorphism if and only if e V is surjective.
The concept of cancellability-used to define monomorphisms and epimorphisms-can be generalised to two (or more) morphisms being jointly cancellable. We use this idea to define jointly epimorphic morphisms, which are the basis for the definition of jointly extremal epimorphic morphisms in the main part of this article.
Definition 13 (Jointly Epimorphic Morphisms). Morphisms
Coproducts are the categorical abstraction of unions and disjoint unions. They are defined as the smallest objects containing both given objects, in the sense that a compatible morphism exists into each other object which has morphisms from both.
Definition 14 (Coproduct). Given objects A and B, a coproduct of A and B consists of an object A + B and morphisms i 1 : A → A + B and i 2 : B → A + B, such that for each object X with morphisms f : A → X and g : B → X there exists a unique morphism
In Graph and SGraph coproducts are essentially given by component-wise disjoint unions, where the edges in the SGraph case are implicitly disjoint because they are translated according to the disjoint union of the underlying source and target vertices.
Proposition 10 (Coproducts in Graph and SGraph). A coproduct A+B with i 1 : A → A + B and i 2 : B → A + B in Graph can be constructed by
and (i 2 ) X (x) := (x, 2) for all x ∈ B X for X ∈ {V, E}, • src A+B (e, 1) := (src A (e), 1) and trg A+B (e, 1) := (trg A (e), 1) for all e ∈ A E , and • src A+B (e, 2) := (src B (e), 2) and trg A+B (e, 2) := (trg B (e), 2) for all e ∈ B E . A coproduct A + B in SGraph can be constructed by
For pushouts the given situation not only contains two objects, but also a third object with morphisms into the others. Intuitively, the pushout then constructs a disjoint union under the third object as common subpart, which is formalised as the smallest object among those with morphisms from the first two objects which are compatible with the morphisms from the third. 
Pushouts for our example categories Graph and SGraph are given in Proposition 1 and 2 in the main part of this article, since their construction is essential for understanding DPO transformations, pushout complements and IPOs.
In the main part of the article, we also show that pushouts are jointly extremal epimorphic, i. e., the pushout object is always covered by the two pushout morphisms. As a preliminary result, we show here that pushouts are jointly epimorphic.
Lemma 3 (Pushouts are Jointly Epimorphic). Given morphisms f : A → B and g : A → C and a pushout (D, k, l) of f and g, the morphisms k and l are jointly epimorphic.
Proof. Given morphisms a, b :
with the morphisms a • k and a • l is a comparison object for the pushout. Hence, the morphism a is unique w. r. t. a • k and
Pullbacks are the dual notion of pushouts, i. e., the definition is the same with all morphisms and compositions reversed. This leads to a categorical abstraction of an intersection over a common superpart. While pullbacks for general morphisms can be built in Graph and SGraph, we only need pullbacks of monomorphisms for Lemma 1 in this article. These can be achieved by rather simple intersection operations.
Proposition 11 (Pullbacks of Monomorphisms in Graph and SGraph). Given monomorphisms f : B → A and g : C → A in Graph, a pullback (D, k, l) of f and g can be constructed by • D X := f X (B X ) ∩ g X (C X ) with k X (x) := y for y ∈ C X with g X (y) = x and l X (x) := z for z ∈ B X with f X (z) = x for X ∈ {V, E} and • src D (e) := src A (e) and trg D (e) := trg A (e) for all e ∈ D E . Given monomorphisms f : B → A and g : C → A in SGraph, a pullback (D, k, l) of f and g can be constructed by
For Lemma 1 we also need pullbacks to preserve monomorphisms which is, in fact, satisfied in any category.
Lemma 4 (Pullbacks preserve Monomorphisms). Given a pullback (D, k, l) of morphisms f : B → A and g : C → A, f being a monomorphism implies that k is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Suppose there are morphisms
h, h : E → D with k • h = k • h . Then we have f • l • h = g • k • h = g • k • h = f • l • h
B. Proofs
This appendix collects the proofs of propositions which are specific to our example categories Graph and SGraph. The proofs of the main theorems and lemmas that are generic for all categories can be found in the main part of the article.
B.1. Proof of Proposition 1 -Pushouts in Graph
Well-definedness: We have to show that src H and trg H are well-defined and that g and n satisfy the morphism conditions
Firstly, the definitions of src H and trg H are total, since H E is constructed as a coproduct of D E and a subset of R E and, hence, each edge in H E has either a preimage in D E or a preimage in R E or both. For edges which are exclusively from D E or exclusively from R E there is not a problem, but for edges from I E which are mapped to H E through both, D E and R E , the definitions of src H and trg H have to coincide for both cases. For all
by the morphism conditions for i and r and the definition of n V and, analogously,
Hence, the cases of the definitions of src H and trg H coincide for these edges and are well-defined. Moreover, the morphism conditions for g and n are directly ensured by the definitions of src H and trg H . Commutativity: The commutativity n • r = g • i holds due to the definition of n X for X ∈ {V, E} which ensures that n X (r X (i)) = g X (i X (i)) for all i ∈ I X . Existence of comparison morphism: Suppose there is a graph H with morphisms g : D → H and n : R → H such that n • r = g • i. We have to construct a morphism h : H → H with h • g = g and h • n = n which is achieved by
This definition is total, since H X is a coproduct of D X and a subset of R X and, hence, all elements of H X either have a preimage in D X or in R X or both. It is well-defined, since g X (i X (i)) = n X (r X (i)) for all i ∈ I X is ensured by the assumption n • r = g • i.
Lastly, h • g = g and h • n = n are directly implied by the above definition. Uniqueness of comparison morphism: Suppose there is another morphism h :
and h X (n X (r)) = n X (r) for all r ∈ R X for X ∈ {V, E}. Since these are exactly the defining equations of h above, we conclude that h = h.
B.2. Proof of Proposition 2 -Pushouts in SGraph
Well-definedness: We have to show that g and n satisfy the morphism conditions
These are directly ensured by the definition of H E as the union of exactly these required edges. Commutativity: The commutativity n • r = g • i holds due to the definition of n V which ensures that n V (r V (i)) = g V (i V (i)) for all i ∈ I V . Existence of comparison morphism: Suppose there is a simple graph H with morphisms g : D → H and n : R → H such that n • r = g • i. We have to construct a morphism h : H → H with h • g = g and h • n = n which is achieved by
This definition is total, since H V is a coproduct of D V and a subset of R V and, hence, all elements of H V either have a preimage in D V or in R V or both. It is well-defined,
for all r ∈ R V . Since these are exactly the defining equations of h above, we conclude that h = h.
B.3. Proof of Proposition 3 -Extremal Epimorphisms
In Graph all epimorphisms e : G → G are extremal, since for any factorisation e = m • f , where m is a monomorphism, m is also an epimorphism by decomposition of epimorphisms. Then m V and m E are both injective by the characterisation of monomorphisms and surjective by the characterisation of epimorphisms and, hence, bijective. This means that m is an isomorphism by the characterisation of isomorphisms in Graph.
In SGraph an epimorphism e : S → S is extremal if and only if for all (s , t ) ∈ S E there exists (s, t) ∈ S E with e V (s) = s and e V (t) = t . If: For each factorisation e = m • f with m : S → S being a monomorphism, we can construct an inverse m −1 V : S V → S V , since m V is injective by the characterisation of monomorphisms and surjective by decomposition and characterisation of epimorphisms and, hence, m V is bijective. Moreover, for all (s , t ) ∈ S E there exists (s, t) ∈ S E with e V (s) = s and e V (t) = t and, by the morphism property of f , also
is a proper SGraph morphism. Only if: We prove this indirectly by contradiction. Suppose e is an extremal epimorphism and (s , t ) ∈ S E , but there does not exist (s, t) ∈ S E with e V (s) = s and e V (t) = t . We construct a factorisation e = m • f by
Since e is an epimorphism, e V is surjective, S V = S V and m V is the identity on S V . But since there is no (s, t) ∈ S E with e V (s) = s and e V (t) = t , we have (s , t ) / ∈ S E . Hence, m is not an isomorphism and e cannot be extremal contradicting the assumption.
B.4. Proof of Proposition 4 -Extremal Epi-Mono Factorisations
The construction in Graph directly ensures surjectiveness of f epi and injectiveness of f mono , since only elements with a preimage in A are included in f (A) and the inclusions from f (A) into B are injective. Since epimorphisms and extremal epimorphisms in Graph are exactly those with surjective component functions and monomorphisms exactly those with injective component functions, this leads to an extremal epi-mono factorisation.
Similarly, the construction in SGraph also ensures surjectiveness of f epi and injectiveness of f mono , where f epi is also surjective on edges by construction. Following Proposition 3, f epi is therefore an extremal epimorphism and the construction yields an extremal epi-mono factorisation.
B.5. Proof of Proposition 5 -IPOs in Graph
Well-definedness: We have to show that the images of src B , trg B , src C and trg C are, in fact, contained in B V and C V , respectively, that the images of a V and a E are contained in C V and C E , respectively, and that the morphism conditions for b, c and a are satisfied. For all e ∈ B E we have src G (m E (e)) = m V (src L (e)) by the morphism condition for m, m E (e) ∈ C E by definition of C E and, hence, src B (e) = src L (e) ∈ B V by definition of B V , and analogously for trg B . For all e ∈ C E we have either src
The morphism conditions for b and c hold, since the components of b and c are defined as inclusions and the source and target functions are restrictions of the corresponding source and target functions of L and G. Finally, the morphism conditions for a hold by the corresponding conditions for m. Pushout property: We have to show that (G, c, m) is a pushout of b and a. Firstly, the commutativity m
for all b ∈ B X and X ∈ {V, E} by b X and c X being inclusions and the definition of a X . Secondly, for each comparison object G with morphisms c :
This definition is total, since all elements of
Moreover, it is well-defined, i. e., its cases coincide for elements with preimages in both L X and C X , since those elements have to be from B X (via a X and b X , respectively) and the assumption m all c ∈ C X and X ∈ {V, E}, where b and c are unique, since b X and c X are injective. For all edges b ∈ B E the edge b ∈ B E with b E (b) = b = b E (b ) exists, since B E contains exactly those edges which are identified by m E and if there were no b ∈ B E with b E (b ) = b then the pushout construction of Proposition 1 for b and a would disjointly and injectively add the edge b to C E and, hence, G E which identifies this edge to another edge could not constitute a pushout object. For all edges c ∈ G E \ m E (L E ) the edge c ∈ C E with c E (c) = c = c E (c ) exists, since the edges in G E \ m E (L E ) do not have a preimage in L E by definition and, hence, must have a preimage in C E in order for G E to constitute a pushout object of b and a . For all edges c ∈ m E (B E ) the edge c ∈ C E with c E (c) = c = c E (c ) exists, since there has to be a preimage b ∈ B E with m E (b) = c = a E (b) and, hence, there also is c := a E (b * E (b)) with c E (c) = c E (a E (b)) = m E (b E (b)) = m E (b E (b * E (b))) = c E (a E (b * E (b))) = c E (c ) due to commutativity of both pushouts. For all identified vertices in B V we can apply an argument analogously to the one for identified edges in B E , while for dangling vertices b ∈ B V a vertex b ∈ B V with b V (b) = b = b V (b ) exists, since we have either e ∈ C E with src C (e) = src G (e) = m V (b) or e ∈ C E with trg C (e) = trg G (e) = m V (b), but then there also has to be b ∈ B V with src C (c * 
B.6. Proof of Proposition 6 -IPOs in SGraph
Well-definedness: We have to show that B E ⊆ B V × B V and C E ⊆ C V × C V , that the images of a V are contained in C V , and that the morphism conditions for b, c and a are satisfied. Since B E = ∅, B E ⊆ B V × B V and the morphism conditions for b and a are obviously satisfied. For all edges (s, t) ∈ C E we have that all preimages s ∈ L V with m V (s ) = s and t ∈ L V with m V (t ) = t are also contained in B V by definition and, since m V (B V ) ⊆ C V , we can conclude (s, t) ∈ C V × C V . The fact that m V (B V ) ⊆ C V also ensures that a V (v) = m V (v) ∈ C V for all v ∈ B V . Finally, the morphism condition for c holds by (c V (s), c V (t)) = (s, t) ∈ G V for all (s, t) ∈ C V , since C V is constructed as a subset of G V . For all edges (s, t) ∈ C E there has to be an edge (s , t ) ∈ C E with (c V (s), c V (t)) = (s, t) = (c V (s ), c V (t )) ∈ G E , since the edges in C E do not have a preimage in L E by definition and, hence, must have a preimage in C E in order for G E to constitute a pushout object of b and a . 
B.7. Proof of Proposition 7 -QCCs in Graph
Well-definedness: The construction of Q V ensures that the source and target vertices of all edges in Q E are available and, hence, src Q and trg Q are well-defined.
Jointly extremal epimorphic:
We have to show that m and n are jointly extremal epimorphic. In Graph this means that the unique morphism e : L + Q → G consists of surjective functions e V and e E . For all vertices v ∈ G V there is either a vertex
Hence, e V is surjective. Analogously, for all edges e ∈ G E there is either e ∈ L E with m E (e) = e or e ∈ G E \ m E (L E ) = Q E with n E (e ) = e and e E is surjective.
